Optimal rehabilitation of large water distribution system (WDS) with many decision variables is often time-consuming and computationally expensive. This paper presents a new optimal rehabilitation methodology for WDSs based on graph theory clustering concept. The methodology starts with partitioning the WDS based on its connectivity properties into a number of clusters (small sub-systems). Pipes which might have direct impact on system performance are identified and considered for rehabilitation problem. Three optimisation-based strategies are then considered for pipe rehabilitation in the clustered network: 1) rehabilitation of some of the pipes inside the clusters; 2) rehabilitation of pipes in the path supplying water to the clusters; 3) combination of strategies 1 and 2. In all optimisation strategies, the decision variables are the diameters of duplicated pipes; the objective functions are to minimise the total cost of duplicated pipes and to minimise the number of nodes with pressure deficiency. The performance of proposed strategies was demonstrated in a large WDS with pressure deficiencies. The performance of these strategies were also compared to the full search space optimisation strategy and engineering judgement based optimisation strategy in which all pipes or selection of pipes are considered as decision variables respectively. The results show that strategy 3 is able to provide the best Pareto optimal front. The results also demonstrate that the cluster-based approach can significantly reduce the computational efforts for achieving optimum rehabilitation compared to the other optimization strategies. Optimal rehabilitation of large water distribution system (WDS) with many decision variables, 25 is often time-consuming and computationally expensive. This paper presents a new optimal 26 rehabilitation methodology for WDSs based on graph theory clustering concept. The methodology 27 starts with partitioning the WDS based on its connectivity properties into a number of clusters (small 28 sub-systems). Pipes which might have direct impact on system performance are identified and 29 considered for rehabilitation problem. Three optimisation-based strategies are then considered for 30 pipe rehabilitation in the clustered network: 1) rehabilitation of some of the pipes inside the clusters; 31
Introduction

44
Growing water demand and ageing or inadequate infrastructure are some of the challenges that 45 water distribution systems (WDS) are facing in a lot of countries. These challenges can lead in 46 delivering water that does not satisfy some requirements such as minimum pressure, quality etc. or is 47 5 optimization of the whole WDS into that of backbone mains and communities. In their work as 95 communities are independent from each other, their optimal design could be carried out individually. 
Problem Formulation 124
Pipe duplication is considered to be the only rehabilitation option here and thus the decision 125 variables in the optimisation problem are pipe diameters. A two-objective optimisation problem is 126 formulated for WDS rehabilitation where the objectives are: 1) minimisation of total capital cost of 127 duplicated pipes (F1) and 2) minimisation of the total number of demand nodes with pressure below 128 minimum pressure requirement (F2). 129 
where PD is the pressure deficit at node i; i P is the pressure at node i, min P is the minimum 137 pressure requirement. Note that pressure deficit is only calculated for demand nodes. In addition, in 138 order to speed up the process of identifying hydraulically feasible rehabilitation solutions, a 139 constraint is considered for nodes with negative pressures.
(Savic et al. 2011) based multi-objective optimisation algorithm is used to carry out optimisation of 142 the system. GANetXL is an Excel-based add-in of NSGA-II (Deb et al. 2000) . NSGA-II is a non-143 dominated sorting genetic algorithm which has been widely used to optimise large WDS. 144
145
WDS Clustering 146
A variety of approaches is available for network clustering. In this study, a modularity-based 147 method (Clauset et al., 2004; Newman, 2006 ) is applied due to its competency for fast and reliable 148 decomposition of large-scale complex systems. 149
The WDS clustering is conducted in two steps in this paper: 1) Mapping WDS into graph: the 150 WDS is mapped into an undirected graph in which the vertices represent the consumers, sources, and 151 tanks and the edges represent the connecting pipes, pumps, and valves (Perelman and Ostfeld, 2011) . eliminating deficiency in the system. Hence, they are discarded from the pool of potential pipes for 174 rehabilitation. As a result, the potential pipes for rehabilitation are selected from either inside a 175 cluster with pressure deficiency, feed pipelines or pipes in the path between sources and those 176 clusters. A feed pipeline is defined as a pipe which transports potable water between two clusters. 177
The way that the potential pipes are selected for rehabilitation specifies one of the three strategies as 178 described below. 179
180
Strategy 1: Rehabilitation of pipes within clusters 181
The aim of this strategy is to rehabilitate the potential pipes only located inside clusters with 182 pressure deficiencies and inter-cluster water transmission. This is based on the assumption that if the 183 pressure deficiency of the demand nodes is due to high pressure head loss of existing pipes (i.e. 184
resulted from large pipe roughness or small pipe diameter) in close proximity, rehabilitation of those 185 pipes will remove or alleviate pressure deficiencies. Hence, the pipes upstream of the nodes with9 pressure deficiency are considered as decision variables for rehabilitation taking into account their 187 flow direction, capacity and length (e.g. considering a pipe with high flow rate with short length). In 188 addition, a pipe which is the only feasible feed pipeline for a number of pipes in a tree network, 189 either within a cluster or between clusters, is considered as a decision variable (e.g. a pipe that is the 190 only link between a cluster with deficiency and the rest of the system). The proposed methodology is applied to the EXNET water distribution system to identify the 222 optimal rehabilitation solutions (with a trade-off between cost and number of nodes with pressure 223 deficiency) that can meet future water demand. 224 225
Clustering EXNET WDS 226
One of the main objectives of optimum rehabilitation in this work is to minimize the overall 227 pressure deficiency at demand nodes. Hence, understanding interactions between pressure deficient 228 nodes and other components is critical. Based on clustering, this can be simplified to analyse 229 interactions between clusters with pressure deficiency and other components of the system. An 230 undirected graph is used in this work which represents the network topology and connectivity, 231 without considering edge direction as a function of flow direction at a given time step (i.e. directed 
were similar for the two strategies. 257
To carry out a fair comparison between the three strategies, a number of trial runs were 258 conducted to identify the best parameter settings for the optimisation algorithm. Consequently, the 259 following parameters were determined for all strategies: population size of 50; binary tournament 260 selection operator; simple-by-gene mutation with the probability equal to the inverse of the length of 261 decision variables corresponding to each strategy; and single-point crossover with the probability of 262 0.95. The optimisation algorithm was allowed to run for 10,000 generations. 263
264
Results and Discussion
265
Characteristics of the clusters 266 Table 1 summarizes the statistical and hydraulic characteristics (e.g. total number of nodes 267 and pipes and initial percentage of deficiencies) of all the clusters. The number of decision variables 268 considered for rehabilitation in the strategies is also shown. Percentage of deficiency in each cluster 269 (column 5) was determined using the number of deficient nodes in the cluster (column 4) and the 270 total number of nodes in the cluster. Clusters 0, 1, 4, 6, 13, and 14 are the most deficient clusters 271 (percentage of deficiencies are more than 50%). Hence, as shown in Table 1 , a high percentage of 272 decision variables are considered for rehabilitation in those clusters for the strategy 1. 273
274
Results of Strategies 1, 2 and 3 275 Figure 6 shows the solutions on the Pareto-front generated for strategies 1, 2 and 3. It can be 276 observed that although solutions on the Pareto-front for strategy 2 are generally dominating those for 277 strategy 1, strategy 2 is unable to attain solutions with no pressure deficiency or with a small number 278 of pressure deficiencies. Solutions on the Pareto-front for strategy 3 dominate solutions on thethe best performance in generating a solution with no pressure deficiency that has a very low cost. 281
Details of the cost, number of deficient nodes in the clusters, and percentage of pipes 282 rehabilitated for the generated best solutions in each strategy are given in Table 2 
Comparison of Strategy 3 with other Methods 318
In order to verify robustness of the performance of the strategy 3, two other methods were 319 considered. The first methodology considers all the pipes as potential design variables for 320 rehabilitation and second methodology considers a subset of the pipes (567 pipes represented by tick 321 solid lines in figure 9) that were selected based on engineering judgement to address the network's 322 performance deficiency. 323 Figure 10 shows Pareto fronts generated by both methodologies which are dominated by the 324 Pareto-front generated by strategy 3. The figure also shows that the solutions with no pressure 325 deficiency found for these two methodologies are more expensive than the one identified in strategy
Conclusions
331
A new methodology for optimum rehabilitation of WDS, based on graph theory clustering, was 332
proposed. The methodology uses the graph theory principles and algorithms for clustering the 333 network into a predefined number of clusters (subsystems). The problem was posed as a multi-334 objective optimization problem with minimizing total cost and the number of demand nodes with 335 pressure deficiency as the two main objective. The design variables were the diameter of duplicated 336 pipes. Three optimisation-based strategies were considered for pipe rehabilitation in the clustered 337 network: 1) rehabilitation of some of the pipes inside the clusters; 2) rehabilitation of pipes in the 338 paths supplying water to the clusters; 3) combination of the strategies one and two 339
The results show that the methodology is able to identify the payoff characteristics between the 340 total cost and the number of demand nodes with pressure deficiency. The strategy 3 generated a 341 solution with minimum cost and no pressure deficiency in comparison with the other two strategies. 342
The performance of the strategy 3 was assessed in comparison with two additional methodologies 343 (i.e. whole search space and engineering judgement based optimisation strategies). The results 344 indicate that the strategy 3 outperformed these two methodologies as well. 345
It can be concluded that using the cluster-based method helps to identify the most problematic 346 areas in complex water networks, and reduce the complexity of redesign and rehabilitation problem. 347
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